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Program

Araucaria Samba
Georg Boenn, Leo Brooks, Aiden Telfer
Georg Boenn

Scots Pine
Georg Boenn, Leo Brooks, Aiden Telfer
Georg Boenn

Past Bedtime
Broken Nose
Aiden Telfer

Poem Reading: Andromeda
Georg Boenn

Sal
Georg Boenn, Leo Brooks, Aiden Telfer
Georg Boenn

Piece #3
Ryan Jensen

Poem Reading: A Spell for Creation
Kathleen Raine (1908-2003)

Druid Oak
Georg Boenn, Leo Brooks, Aiden Telfer
Georg Boenn

SPNNG
Ethan Spafford

Sacred Place
Georg Boenn, Leo Brooks, Aiden Telfer
Ralph Towner